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THE SPECIALISTS FOR TREATMENT OF ORGANIC WASTE
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Komptech is a leading international 
supplier of machinery and systems 
for the mechanical and biological 
treatment of solid waste and for the 
treatment of biomass as a renewable 
energy source. The product range 
includes over 30 different types of 
machines, covering all key process 
steps in modern waste handling – 
shredding, screening, separation, 
and biological treatment.
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The focus is always 

on innovative technology

and solutions that

ensure maximum

customer benefit.
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FACTS AND FIGURES

55 000
tonnes of compost per day 

produced with Komptech technology

25
years of experience 

in composting

60
countries to which we 
deliver our products

4000
satisfied customers
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THE TASK

The purpose of composting is to 
decompose organic substances to 
convert them into a stable, plant-
friendly, high-quality humus product, 
in a controlled rotting process that 
is as efficient, fast, low-emission 
and odour-free as possible. We 
at Komptech have been working 
intensively on this for more than 25 
years. Our close collaboration with 
scientists, agriculture specialists and 
mechanical engineers has resulted in 
composting products and solutions 
that, when matched to their on-site 
conditions, deliver maximum ecologi-
cal and economical efficiency.

ONE-STOP SUPPLIER 
Our products range from mobile 
machines for open-air composting 
operations, to large-scale facilities 
with stationary machinery for the 
complete treatment, preparation 
and packaging of the end product. 
Komptech has the necessary 
expertise and the appropriate 
machine and system technology for 
all applications, to turn waste into a 
valuable product while preserving 
and recycling resources.

MSW
RESIDUAL WASTE

BIOWASTE

GREEN WASTE
YARD WASTE

MANURE
AGRICULTURAL WASTE

SEWAGE SLUDGE



SHREDDING
Crambo:   Mobile and stationary slow-speed dual-shaft shredders
Axtor: Mobile high-speed universal shredder

CONTRARY REMOVAL
Multistar SE: Stationary star screens
Stationary drum screens
Flowerdisc: Stationary disc screen
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ROTTING PROCESS
Topturn X: Self-propelled turner for triangular windrows
Tunnel composting: in cooperation with external suppliers3

SCREENING
Nemus/Maxx/Cribus: Mobile drum screens
Stationary drum screens
Mulitstar S3/L3/XL3: Mobile star screens
Multistar SE: Stationary star screens 
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SEPARATION
Hurrikan: Mobile and stationary wind sifters
Stonefex: Mobile stone separator5

PROCESSES
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PREPARATION 
By shredding, mixing, and 

where required screening, a 
blend is produced that is as 
free of contraries as possible 

and is optimized for the 
rotting process.

ROTTING PROCESS 
The decomposition 

and conversion process 
is performed by 

microorganisms, and can 
be controlled by ventilating, 

mixing and watering. 
Open-air windrows or 

enclosed rotting tunnels can 
be used, or a combination 

 of these. 

POST-TREATMENT
This starts with screening of 
the compost to the desired 

grain. Depending on the 
level of contamination, other 

separation steps may be 
necessary. After removal 

of contraries by sifting, the 
screening overs can be 

reused as structure fill or 
biomass fuel.

PROCESS AT A GLANCE
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Crambo

Axtor
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Hurrikan stationary

Drum screen stationary

Topturn X

Multistar SE
Hurrikan

Nemus
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PREPARATION

SHREDDING

Low-speed machines like the Crambo or 
high-speed ones like the Axtor are used 
for shredding. Both types can be adjusted 
to output the desired particle size by 
means of the appropriate screen baskets 
and teeth. Shredding can be enclosed or 
open-air, depending on the input material 
and local conditions.

1

Two almost 3 meter long counter-rotating 
toothed drums in the Crambo‘s extra-large 
shredding chamber ensure active feed.
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Crambo stationary

8

Crambo mobile

Axtor 4510

SHREDDING

The stationary Crambo direct has a mechanical drive with 

automatic load-dependent transmission. That means top 

economy while retaining all functional benefits, like overload 

protection, reverse turning and two shredding speeds.

CRAMBO 
The Crambo is one of the best machines there is for shredding all types 
of wood and green waste. Two slow-running drums with shredding teeth 
minimize particulate, noise and dust emissions, and resist contraries. The 
Crambo enables easy adjustment of the output particle size simply by 
switching out the screen basket to get the grain best suited for downstream 
processing. 

AXTOR 
Compact dimensions and high flexibility make 
the Axtor the ideal machine for green waste 
treatment. Other features are a wide feed 
area with tilt hopper, tough and aggressive 
intake system, and roomy service platform 
with excellent access to engine and drum for 
maintenance.



For heavily contaminated feedstocks, 
screening before composting, followed by 
disposal or sorting of the overs, is a way 
to meet the quality criteria for the end 
product.
This coarse screening is usually done by 
a stationary machine, typically a drum or 
Multistar star screen. Flowerdisc screens 
and spiral shaft separators can also be 
used.
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The Multistar 2-SE star screen has a screening 
area of about 7 metres, and with its compact 
design it‘s easy to integrate with other 
machines, in new processing lines or as a 
retrofit.

CONTRARY REMOVAL

2
PREPARATION
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CONTRARY REMOVAL

Variable configuration of the mounting 

substructure, service access, enclosure and drive 

simplify adaptation to on-site conditions.

STATIONARY DRUM SCREENS
There is the right stationary drum screen model 
for every system size. Directly driven heavy-duty 
support wheels provide smooth drum operation 
and top efficiency, with reduced energy consump-
tion and noise emissions.

FLOWERDISC 
This tough disc screen efficiently separates con-
traries as overs in the 80-100 mm range.

MULTISTAR SE 
Stationary Multistar star screens are among the most effective separation 
options for organic waste. Contraries are separated out as overs in the 
60-100 mm range, depending on the screen deck configuration. 
With the Multistar‘s modular design, the screen decks, feed hopper, wind 
sifter and stone/magnetic separation can be set up perfectly for the job 
at hand, generating up to 3 fractions in one operation.

TS 2278

Multistar 2-SE

FD 80
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At the Topturn X4500, a large turning drum with 
a diameter of 1.2 metres gives high throughput 
and excellent mixing.

ROTTING PROCESS

The feedstock and the associated overall 
conditions determine whether the rotting 
process is best done enclosed, i.e. in an 
indoor part of the system, or in open-air 
windrows.

WINDROW COMPOSTING

In windrow composting, structure fill 
is often added and the material then 
homogenized with a windrow turner. 
Turning with a Topturn compost turner 
improves ventilation, enables re-watering 
and ensures mixing of the different rotting 
areas in the windrow. Optionally there 
might be a ventilation system in the floor 
underneath the material. Under certain 
climate conditions it may be advantageous 
to cover the windrows. The process is 
generally complete after 6 to 12 weeks 
and is followed by curing, the duration of 
which depends on the intended use of the 
compost.

CLOSED SYSTEMS

The first phase of the rotting process 
is often done in a closed system with 
ventilation and exhaust treatment.

3
ROTTING PROCESS
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TOPTURN X 
With a sturdy frame, powerful hydraulics and large drum, the Topturn X is 
ready for any work situation. Further plus points are the comfortable cabin 
that lowers hydraulically for easy entry, and roomy maintenance platforms 
that fold out, likewise hydraulically. The chassis comes in a choice of 
wheeled or tracked versions. Additional options are available like a hose 
system for watering, a patented scraper device for catching the lowermost 
material layer and a fast version for quick manoeuvring.

TOPTURN X WHEEL 
The wheeled chassis is a top performer on 
asphalt and concrete.
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TOPTURN X TRACK 
The tracked chassis is the ideal option for 
unpaved areas.

ROTTING PROCESS

Topturn X5000

Closed Systems

Tunnel composting is a modular, completely 

encapsulated and individually controllable process, 

that runs fully automatically due to pressure ventilation.
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A feed worm inside the screen drum of the 
Nemus gives ideal loosening and active turning 
of the material. This boosts throughput and 
screening quality.

SCREENING

Compost is screened to obtain a product 
of uniform particle size, and to separate 
out any contraries still present. Komptech 
has a wide range of mobile and stationary 
drum and star screening machines for 
this purpose. The particle size produced 
ranges from coarse compost fractions for 
agriculture to finely screened material for 
mixing into garden and potting soil.

4
POST-TREATMENT



Nemus 2700
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PRIMUS/MAXX/NEMUS/CRIBUS 
The Komptech drum screen line covers almost every performance need. 
The medium capacity Primus and Maxx series have been in use for years, 
and are tough, proven machines. A step up in capacity is the Nemus, 
combining proven solutions and innovative details with maximum operator 
convenience and performance.
With the Cribus range operating costs are particularly low. Everything from 
the hopper to the discharge conveyor is electrically driven, minimizing 
energy, wear and maintenance costs. 

MULTISTAR S3/L3/XL3 
With Multistar star screens, high throughput 
and selectivity are assured even with materials 
of varying moisture content and compost-
ing stages.  Versions and configurations are 
available for virtually  any application and plant 
size. The electric drive makes screening quiet, 
efficient and economical.

Drum screen 
stationary

SCREENING

Stationary star screens are likewise available for 

virtually any application and plant size. Magnetic

separation, wind sifting and removal of rolling fractions

make star screens multi-functional – almost anything

is possible.

Multistar L3
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The pressure-suction system gives extremely 
effective removal of light materials from screen 
overs. First, the pressure blower separates 
the material. Light materials settle onto the 
remaining fraction. In a second step, the light 
materials are pulled away by a suction blower.

SEPARATION

Screening after composting generates 
a usable fraction and a screen overs 
fraction. The overs can be run through a 
Hurrikan wind sifter to remove the light 
components and then used as structure 
fill, or they can be used as biomass fuel 
once the stones have been removed by a 
Stonefex.
Currently, automatic sorting machines 
that use near infrared or colour and image 
recognition to separate contraries from 
biogenic waste are not standard. But an 
increasing number of plants are deploying 
this kind of technology for compost, 
compost overs or the shredded feedstock.

5
POST-TREATMENT
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HURRIKAN 
Hurrikan wind sifters provide effective removal of plastic film from screen 
overs. They work with a patented pressure-suction process that gives a 
separation efficiency of up to 95 percent on the Hurrikan S.
Electric drive of all components ensures top efficiency, while offering 
many control possibilities. Magnetic and roller separators can further 
enhance the quality of the recyclable overs.

STONEFEX 
The Stonefex stone separator reliably and very 
effectively removes stones and inert items from 
biomass fuels. A patented system of pressure and 
suction blowers generates exactly the right air flow 
in the expansion chamber to separate the stones 
and the organic fraction.

Stonefex 3000

SEPARATION

The Hurrikan S version has an enlarged suction zone

(2 suction blowers). An integrated power unit

makes this wind sifter completely independent

of grid power.

Hurrikan S



MORE BUSINESS

The right business model for any operator: 
NEW/USED/RENTAL and more

YOUR CHOICE

Mobile and stationary machines in many power 
levels and with many equipment options

FLEXIBLE

Wide range of applications through flexible
adaptation to task and location

BUILT TO LAST

Tough build quality and high-quality components, 
designed for long-term performance
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WHY KOMPTECH?
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EXPERT SUPPORT

Komptech customers can rely on the 
expertise of our service technicians 
and the service specialists of our 
worldwide partners. Our ASSIST! 
online service information system, and 
the professional training provided by 
the Komptech Academy, ensure that 
all service technicians always have the 
latest information.
The CONNECT! condition monitoring 
system provides additional assistan-
ce, by letting technicians check the 
machine condition and history before 
going on a service call. This makes 
it possible to rule out certain faults 
from the outset, and in many cases 
to pinpoint the problem in advance.  
Technicians can thus take the right 
parts with them on a call, and get the 
machine up and running again faster.

Together with our partners we’ve built a worldwide service network of the highest 
calibre. Over 300 highly motivated experts are ready to take care of any issues on-site, 
and make over 7000 service calls each year. If more extensive work is needed, our 
network has over 70 very well-equipped service locations.

REPLACEMENT PARTS SECURITY

Komptech machines are in use in over 40 countries. Everywhere, their owners know 
they can depend on a reliable supply of wear and spare parts. And rightly so, for the 
most important parts are always kept in readiness at our local partner sites. To do 
this we use a special system that categorizes parts by their importance for machine 
function. The greater the importance, the closer the parts need to be to the machine, 
pre-packaged and ready to ship from the respective stock. With our own order tracking 
system, sales and service partners can keep an eye on the status of their orders at any 
time and immediately pass this information on to their customers.
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KOMPTECH SERVICE 

WE KEEP YOUR MACHINE 
UP AND RUNNING



Komptech GmbH
Kühau 37, A - 8130 Frohnleiten 
[t] +43 3126 505 - 0
[f] +43 3126 505 - 505
[e] info@komptech.com

Komptech Vertriebsgesellschaft Deutschland mbH
Carl-Zeiss-Straße 2, D-59302 Oelde
[t] +49 2522 92197 - 0 
[f] +49 2522 92197 - 320
[e] info@komptech.de

www.komptech.com

We reserve the right to make technical changes in the course of 
ongoing development.


